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Correlated electronic structure of a quintuple-layer nickelate
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We present a comparative density-functional theory plus dynamical mean-field theory study of the two
known superconducting members of the rare-earth (R) layered nickelate family: hole-doped RNiO2 (n = ∞)
and R6Ni5O12 (n = 5). At the same nominal carrier concentration, these two materials exhibit nearly identical
electronic structures and many-body correlation effects: mass enhancements, self-energies, and occupations.
However, the fermiology of the quintuple-layer nickelate is more two-dimensional-like than its infinite-layer
counterpart, making this new superconducting quintuple-layer nickelate more cupratelike without the need for
chemical doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanism behind high-temperature
superconductivity (HTS) has been a long-standing challenge
since the discovery of cuprates in 1986 [1]. The study of
materials with similar layered structures and 3d electron count
has been perceived as one strategy to help tackle this prob-
lem. In this context, nickel oxide materials have been an
obvious target for decades given the proximity of Ni and Cu
in the periodic table (Ni1+ being isoelectronic with Cu2+)
[2,3].

After a 30-year quest, superconductivity has been found
in hole-doped RNiO2 materials (R = La, Pr, Nd) [4–7], at-
tracting a great deal of experimental [4–17] and theoretical
[18–39] attention. These systems have a nominal d9 filling in
their parent phase, and their structure displays infinite NiO2

planes, in analogy to the CuO2 planes of the cuprates (see
Fig. 1). Upon hole-doping, superconductivity has been ob-
served in the infinite-layer nickelate with a maximum Tc ∼
15 K near d8.8 nominal filling, coincidental with optimal
doping in the cuprates. Importantly, RNiO2 materials are the
infinite-layer (n = ∞) members of a larger series of layered
nickel oxide compounds, represented by the general chemical
formula Rn+1NinO2n+2, where n is the number of NiO2 planes
along the c-axis. Recently, the five-layer (n = 5) member
of the series Nd6Ni5O12, also with an average d8.8 nominal
filling, has been found to be superconducting with a similar
Tc but without the need for chemical doping [40], a discovery
that has opened up the door to a potential whole new family of
nickelate superconductors beyond the infinite-layer material.

Here, we present a comparative density-functional theory
plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+DMFT) study of the
correlated electronic structure of the n = ∞ and n = 5 nick-
elates. We focus on comparing the materials at the same d8.8

nominal filling—where superconductivity arises—but also we
present results for the parent infinite-layer material at d9 nom-
inal filling as a benchmark. Overall, the quintuple-layer and
infinite-layer nickelates exhibit similar electronic structures

and many of the same correlated features (i.e., electronic
self-energies, mass enhancements, and occupations). How-
ever, the five-layer material the c-axis dispersion is suppressed
due to the presence of the fluorite slab described previously.
This significantly weakens the coupling between neighboring
five NiO2 blocks presents a much more two-dimensional-like
electronic structure, making it more cupratelike relative to
its infinite-layer counterpart without the need for chemical
doping.

II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURES

All layered-nickelates in the Rn+1NinO2n+2 family contain
infinite NiO2 planes (see Fig. 1) and are derived from a parent
perovskite (n = ∞) or Ruddlesden-Popper (n �= ∞) phase via
oxygen reduction. In the n = ∞ material, each NiO2 plane is
separated by a layer of R ions along the c axis. In the n = 5
material, there are five NiO2 planes with the two outer and
middle layers being equivalent by symmetry while the inner
layer acts as a mirror plane (see Fig. 1). Each of these planes
is also separated by a layer of R ions but, in addition to the
five R-NiO2 structural units, the quintuple-layer material has a
fluorite blocking R2O2 slab (common to all n �= ∞ materials).
Further, each neighboring five-layer group is displaced by half
a lattice constant along the x and y directions. These two
additional structural features effectively decouple the neigh-
boring five-layer blocks and cut off the c-axis dispersion in
the five-layer material with respect to the infinite-layer system
[41].

III. METHODS

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations are per-
formed using the all-electron, full potential code WIEN2K
[42] based on the augmented plane wave plus local orbital
(APW+lo) basis set with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
[43] implementation of the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) for the exchange-correlation functional. We have
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FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Rn+1NinO2n+2 nickelates for n = ∞
(left) with space group P4/mmm and n = 5 (right) with space group
I4/mmm. For the five-layer compound, we highlight the inner, mid-
dle, and outer NiO2 planes. The separating slab between the five
NiO2 layers in the n = 5 material is referred to as a fluorite blocking
layer. Gray, blue, and red spheres denote the R (La), Ni, and O atoms,
respectively.

chosen to study the two layered nickelates with R = La
to avoid ambiguities in the treatment of the 4 f states that
would arise from Nd or Pr. We construct the structure of the
La-based five-layer nickelate using the structure of the
La4Ni3O8 material as a reference (tetragonal with an I4/mmm
space group) [44]. We subsequently optimize the lattice pa-
rameters and internal coordinates for each phase within the
GGA. The in-plane lattice parameters are almost identical
for both compounds (∼3.97 Å), while the out-of-plane lat-
tice parameter obviously increases with the number of layers
(c = 3.37 and 39.93 Å for the infinite-layer and five-layer
materials, respectively). We note that the same structural
optimization procedure applied to the Nd-based five-layer
nickelate gives rise to structural parameters that are in ex-
cellent agreement with experimental data (see Ref. [40]).
To hole-dope the infinite-layer material to achieve a d8.8

nominal filling, we employ the virtual crystal approximation
(VCA) applied to the La atoms. We subsequently map the
Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian obtained within DFT onto a basis
set of atomiclike orbitals within a correlated subspace (−10
to 10 eV around the Fermi energy) using the projection
method provided by the TRIQS/DFTTOOLS software package
[45,46]. Local Coulomb interactions are added to our effective

Hamiltonian defined in this correlated subspace. We have
chosen the Ni-eg {dx2−y2 , dz2} orbitals as our correlated sub-
space, and we include interactions of the Hubbard-Kanamori
form,

Hint =U
∑
m

n̂m↑n̂m↓ + (U − 2J )
∑
m �=m′

n̂m↑n̂m′↓

+ (U − 3J )
∑

m<m′,σ

n̂mσ n̂m′σ

+ J
∑
m �=m′

ĉ†m↑ĉ
†
m↓ĉm′↓ĉm′↑ − J

∑
m �=m′

ĉ†m↑ĉm↓ĉ†m′↓ĉm′↑,

(1)

where ĉ†mσ creates an electron in the correlated atomic or-
bital m with spin σ . We choose a local Coulomb repulsion
U = 7 eV and Hund’s coupling J = 0.7 eV, typical values for
nickelates [25,47]. The Held’s double-counting formula has
been used [48],

�dc = U + (d − 1)(U − 2J ) + (d − 1)(U − 3J )

2d − 1

(
n − 1

2

)
,

(2)

where d is the number of correlated orbitals and n is the
density of the correlated orbitals, to subtract the Hartree
contribution to the self-energy that is already approximated
within DFT. Single-site DMFT calculations are performed
using the TRIQS software library [49], where the impurity
problem is solved with the continuous-time hybridization ex-
pansion solver (CTHYB) [50] at a temperature of T = 290 K
(β = 40 eV−1). To avoid high-frequency noise in the im-
purity self-energy and Green’s function, we represent both
quantities in the Legendre basis and sample the Legendre
coefficients directly within the TRIQS/CTHYB solver [51]. For
the five-layer nickelate, we solve three impurity problems
for the three inequivalent Ni sites in the inner, middle, and
outer NiO2 layers. Maximum entropy methods are employed
for the analytical continuation from Matsubara space onto
the real frequency axis [52]. Our calculations are “one-shot”
DFT+DMFT calculations, meaning the DFT charge density
is not updated. Recent studies have shown that one-shot
calculations are sufficient to gain qualitative insights into
the many-body electronic structure of transition-metal ox-
ides [53,54]. Specifically, Ref. [53] showed that there are
small differences between one-shot and charge self-consistent
DFT+DMFT calculations for NdNiO2. Nevertheless, we have
performed careful benchmarks to ensure our one-shot calcu-
lations describe the correlated electronic structure accurately.
For our benchmark studies (see Appendix A), we focus
on the electronic structure of the infinite-layer nickelate at
d9 nominal filling that has been reported in previous work
[25,29,30,38,47,53,55].

IV. RESULTS

A. DFT electronic structure

Figure 2 displays the band structure along high-symmetry
directions obtained from DFT for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2

(n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) in the paramagnetic state
(both at d8.8 nominal filling). The Ni-dx2−y2 and Ni-dz2 orbital
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FIG. 2. DFT band structures for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n =
∞) (left) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (right), both at d8.8 nominal filling.
The band structures are shown along high-symmetry directions in
the Brillouin zone with “fatband” representation for the Ni-dx2−y2 ,
Ni-dz2 , La-dxy, and La-dz2 orbitals.

character of the bands is highlighted, as well as that for the
La-dz2 and La-dxy orbitals. For infinite-layer LaNiO2, the band
structure shows a single Ni-dx2−y2 band crossing the Fermi
level (akin to cuprates), but with an extra electron pocket of
La-dxy character appearing at A. In the parent material (at d9

filling), there is an additional pocket of La-dz2 character ap-
pearing at � [25–31,56–58]. The additional rare-earth band(s)
give rise to a self-doping effect that has been the subject of
ample scrutiny [3,25,26,56,58]. For the five-layer nickelate
La6Ni5O12, there are five Ni-dx2−y2 bands crossing the Fermi
level (one per layer). The splitting in the Ni-dx2−y2 bands
at X is a consequence of the interlayer hopping, similar to
the multilayer cuprates [59]. The electron pockets at M and
A also have a dominant La-dxy orbital character. All in all,
the infinite-layer and five-layer materials have, when com-
pared at the same filling, bands of identical character crossing
the Fermi energy. An estimate of the amount of self-doping
in both materials (at d8.8 nominal filling) as obtained from
the area of their electron-like Fermi pockets gives ∼0.023
electrons in the infinite-layer compound (from the electron
pockets at A), while for the five-layer material the pockets at
M and A enclose ∼0.025 electrons. One notable difference
arises when looking at the Fermi surfaces (see Appendix B):
the fermiology of the five-layer nickelate is much more two-
dimensional-like and reminiscent of the multilayer cuprates
with single sheets originating from the Ni-dx2−y2 states, even
though there are additional pockets at the corners of the
Brillouin zone of La-d character [40]. This difference in the
degree of two-dimensionality with respect to the infinite-layer
material arises from the structural differences described above
(more specifically, it is due to the fluorite blocking slab present
in the five-layer nickelate).

In the cuprate context, the degree of hybridization between
O-p and Cu-d orbitals is always an important quantity to con-

TABLE I. On-site energies obtained fromMLWFs for 20% hole-
doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) both at d8.8 nominal
filling (with respect to the Fermi energy). The charge-transfer energy
is derived from � = εdx2−y2

− εpσ
for both materials. Note that pσ

denotes the bonding O-p orbital with the Ni-dx2−y2 orbital.

n NiO2 layer εpσ
(eV) εdx2−y2

(eV) � (eV)

∞ −4.88 −0.98 3.90
5 inner −4.93 −0.97 3.96

middle −4.81 −0.94 3.87
outer −4.86 −0.96 3.78

sider, given that it is relevant for Zhang-Rice singlet formation
[60]. The degree of p-d hybridization can be quantified via
the charge-transfer energy, � = εd − εp, where εd and εp are
the transition metal-d and O-p on-site energies, respectively.
For cuprates, the charge-transfer energy ranges from 1 to
2 eV. The estimates we obtain for the charge-transfer energies
in the 20% hole-doped n = ∞ and n = 5 nickelates using
the on-site energies from maximally localized Wannier func-
tions (MLWFs) [61,62] are shown in Table I (further details
are shown in Appendix C). For the infinite-layer nickelate,
εd − εp (referring to Ni-dx2−y2 and O-pσ ) is ∼3.9 eV, an
∼0.5 eV reduction with respect to the charge-transfer energy
at d9 [26,58]. For the n = 5 nickelate, the charge-transfer
energy is layer-dependent, averaging to nearly the same value
∼3.9 eV [56].

B. Correlated electronic structure

1. Self-energies

We now turn to the many-body electronic structure.
Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of the self-energy
on the imaginary and real axis for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2

(n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5), both at d8.8 nominal fill-
ing. For both materials, the dx2−y2 component has a much
steeper slope in the low-frequency regime compared to the
dz2 component, indicating that the dx2−y2 orbital is more
strongly correlated. For the three inequivalent Ni impurity
sites in the five-layer material, the imaginary part of the
self-energy in Matsubara space is similar with subtle varia-
tions in the low-frequency range. Specifically, the outer Ni
differs relative to the inner and middle Ni sites likely due
to the different local environment of the outer Ni that has
a single neighboring NiO2 plane (this is in contrast to inner
and middle planes; see Fig. 1). To quantify the strength of
correlations, we calculate the mass enhancements from the
inverse quasiparticle renormalization factor,m�/m = Z−1. We
obtain Z−1 directly from the self-energies in Matsubara space
to avoid any ambiguity introduced through analytic continu-
ation [25,47,63,64]. Specifically, Z−1 is calculated by fitting
a fourth-order polynomial to the lowest Matsubara frequen-
cies. The renormalization factor is then given by Z−1 = (1 −
∂ Im�(iωn)/∂ωn|ωn→0+ ) [63,64]. The mass enhancements are
summarized in Table II for the two correlated orbitals (dx2−y2

and dz2 ) for both materials. For the n = ∞ member, we find
m�/m ∼ 3.9 for the dx2−y2 orbital and m�/m ∼ 1.25 for the
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FIG. 3. Electronic self-energies for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2

(n = ∞) (top panels) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (bottom panels) both
at d8.8 nominal filling. Left panels: dx2−y2 and dz2 components of the
imaginary part of the electron self-energy in Matsubara space for
n = ∞ (top) and n = 5 (bottom). Right panels: real part of the ana-
lytically continued self-energies Re�(ω + i0+) for the dx2−y2 and dz2
orbitals, where the double counting correction has been subtracted
from the self-energies.

dz2 orbital. The dx2−y2 mass enhancement decreases slightly
at d8.8 nominal filling compared to d9 (see Appendix A).
In the five-layer material, m�/m for the dx2−y2 orbitals is
∼3.8–4.3 for the three inequivalent Ni sites, with some slight
variations on the inner, middle, and outer layers. For the
dz2 orbitals, a much smaller mass enhancement m�/m ∼ 1.3
is derived. At the same carrier concentration, the mass en-
hancements are very similar for both materials. The mass
enhancements derived above are obtained from the electronic
self-energy in the basis of correlated orbitals. Another rel-
evant quantity is the “band basis” mass enhancement as it
provides an indication of the amount of admixture of the
correlated orbitals with the uncorrelated ones. We obtain the
band basis mass enhancement by upfolding the electronic
self-energy in the orbital basis using our projectors (see
Appendix D for more details). In the band basis, we find
that the mass enhancement for the dx2−y2 band near the Fermi

TABLE II. Mass enhancements (m�/m) for the dx2−y2 and dz2 or-
bitals obtained from the imaginary part of the electronic self-energy
for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5), both
at d8.8 nominal filling.

n NiO2 layer dx2−y2 dz2

∞ 3.89 1.25
5 inner 4.30 1.29

middle 4.06 1.29
outer 3.83 1.29

energy decreases to around ∼2.8 for the infinite-layer and to
∼2.3 for the five-layer material (see Fig. 11 in Appendix D).
This large decrease in mass enhancement for both materials is
an indication of the strong hybridization between the Ni-d and
O-p orbitals. Overall, our results confirm that the correlations
in this family of layered nickelates are dominated by the dx2−y2

orbitals.
From the real part of the analytically continued self-energy,

we find that the dx2−y2 self-energy has substantial particle-
hole symmetric structures around ω = 0, a consequence of
the Mott-Hubbard and charge-transfer correlations [47]. The
dz2 self-energy is much smoother around ω = 0, indicative of
weaker correlations. Importantly, the structure in the dx2−y2

self-energy is essentially identical between the two materi-
als. The size of these structures has a dependence on carrier
concentration and becomes more pronounced at d9 [47] (see
Appendix A). This indicates a weakening of correlations upon
hole-doping expected of Mott-Hubbard/charge-transfer mate-
rials. In the five-layer compound, the outer Ni seems to display
a slightly different self-energy with respect to the other two
Ni atoms, likely due to the difference in environment already
highlighted above.

2. Spectral functions

Figure 4 summarizes the spectral properties for 20% hole-
doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5), both at d8.8

nominal filling. The orbital-resolved spectral function defined
as A(ω) = i

2π [G(ω) − G†(ω)] is the interacting analog to the
DFT density of states (DOS). We find that the spectral func-
tions are qualitatively and quantitatively similar between the
two nickelates, and they agree well with the DOS calculated
within DFT [56]. In the addition spectrum (ω > 0), the La-d
states seem to be located at the same energy for both systems.
Note that at d9 for the parent infinite-layer nickelate, the La-d
states are closer to the chemical potential, that is, shifted down
to lower energies (see Appendix A). In the removal spectrum
(ω < 0), we see that the centroid of the O-p states is located
at the same energy in both materials. The Ni-t2g and Ni-eg
states are essentially fixed between the two nickelates as well,
with the Ni-dx2−y2 states being the dominant ones around the
Fermi energy. The similar charge-transfer energies discussed
above can be visualized qualitatively here as the energy sep-
aration between the peaks in the Ni-d and O-p projected
spectral functions, which do not seem to differ between the
two materials. The local spectral functions (insets in Fig. 4)
are obtained through analytic continuation of the impurity
Green’s function. We find that the features in the local eg
spectral functions are essentially the same for both materials
with the characteristic three-peak structure in the dx2−y2 com-
ponent, which corresponds to a central quasiparticle peak near
the chemical potential with lower and upper Hubbard bands.
For the five-layer nickelate, the inner and middle Ni impurity
sites exhibit nearly identical local spectral functions, while the
outer impurity shows some variation. Specifically, there is a
subtle difference in the dz2 component of the spectral function
with a much stronger peak in the removal spectra. We attribute
this difference once again to the different local environment of
the outer layer nickel. The momentum-resolved spectral func-
tions, A(k, ω) = − 1

π
Tr[ImG(k, ω)], along high-symmetry
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FIG. 4. Spectral properties for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) (top panels) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (bottom panels) both at d8.8 nominal
filling. Orbital-projected spectral functions (left panels) where the inset shows the local Ni-eg spectral functions and k-resolved spectral
function A(k, ω) along high-symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone (right panels).

directions in the Brillouin zone for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2

(n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) at d8.8 nominal filling are
also shown in Fig. 4. The many-body electronic structure is
well represented as a set of bands renormalized from the DFT
values by correlations, and it exhibits many of the same qual-
itative features for both compounds: Ni-dx2−y2 band(s) with
additional La-d pockets crossing the Fermi level, the latter
giving rise to the aforementioned self-doping effect which is
absent in the cuprates. The key difference between these mate-
rials electronically is the c-axis dispersion: in the infinite-layer
material, there is a highly dispersive Ni-dz2 band from �-Z in-
dicating a strong bonding between the NiO2 layers. However,
in the five-layer material the c-axis dispersion is suppressed
due to the presence of the fluorite slab described previously.
This significantly weakens the coupling between neighboring
five layer NiO2 blocks. Finally, the interacting Fermi sur-
faces shown in Fig. 5 reflect how the dimensionality of the

FIG. 5. Interacting Fermi surfaces A(k, ω = 0) for 20% hole-
doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) (left, middle panels) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5)
(right panel) both at d8.8 nominal filling. For n = ∞, the Fermi
surface is shown in the kz = 0 and 0.5 planes showcasing the three-
dimensionality of the Fermi surface compared to the n = 5 material.

fermiology is reduced from three-dimensional in the infinite-
layer case to two-dimensional in the five-layer case, also as a
consequence of the fluorite blocks present in n �= ∞ layered
nickelates.

3. Orbital occupancies and occurrence probabilities

To gain further insights into the low-energy physics, we
consider the relevant low-energy states for 20% hole-doped
LaNiO2 (n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) more quantitatively.
In Table III, we have summarized the orbital-resolved occu-
pation for the correlated orbitals, as well as mean occupations
obtained from the integration of the corresponding diagonal
parts of A(ω) in the projector basis over negative energies.
At the same carrier concentration, the occupations of the
correlated orbitals are identical for both materials, with ∼1.7
for the dz2 orbital and 1.1 for the dx2−y2 orbital. For the
five-layer material, across the three inequivalent Ni sites,
there are only slight differences in occupation (see Table III).
We also find similar occupations of the O-p orbitals in the
NiO2 planes for both materials. Importantly, the number of
electrons in the La-d orbitals is essentially the same at d8.8

nominal filling. At d9 nominal filling, the occupation of the
La-d states increases from ∼0.3 to ∼0.4. This indicates a
decrease in the hybridization between the La-d and Ni-d
states with hole doping, and it minimizes the relevance of
the rare-earth states in the low-energy physics of the five-
layer and hole-doped infinite-layer material. This conclusion
matches experimental Hall data for the Nd-based quintuple-
layer nickelate wherein the Hall coefficient is positive at all
temperatures, indicating that the Ni-d states are the dominant
low-energy states [40]. In the infinite-layer nickelate, the Hall
coefficient is also positive at low temperature [4]. In addition,
previous work has shown that the degree of hybridization
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TABLE III. Left: orbital-resolved occupancies obtained from the impurity Green’s function G(iωn) for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞)
and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5), both at d8.8 nominal filling. Right: occurrence probabilities for different Ni d valence states obtained from the impurity
density matrices for the two materials.

n NiO2 layer Ni-dx2−y2 Ni-dz2 O-p La-d d8 d9 (dx2−y2 ) d9 (dz2 ) d10

∞ 1.11 1.69 3.45 0.32 0.26 0.55 0.09 0.09
5 inner 1.12 1.69 0.25 0.56 0.09 0.09

middle 1.11 1.69 0.26 0.55 0.09 0.09
outer 1.10 1.72 0.25 0.57 0.08 0.09

3.55 0.30

between R-d and Ni-d states in the infinite-layer materials is
small, with the R-d states simply acting as a charge reservoir
[25].

To conclude, we analyze the multiplet occurrence proba-
bilities obtained from the impurity density matrix for 20%
hole-doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5), both
at d8.8 nominal filling. We have summarized our results in
Table III. Here, we again find essentially identical multi-
plet structures. For both the hole-doped infinite-layer and
five-layer material, the most probable configurations (∼55%)
correspond to d9 Ni. The next most probable configurations
are d8 at ∼24%, then d10 at ∼10%. The majority of the
d8 weight corresponds to eigenstates with high spin (S = 1),
in agreement with previous DMFT work [25,38,47,53,55].
We note that recent experiments in hole-doped infinite-layer
nickelates [65] show that the doped holes reside mainly in
Ni-dx2−y2 and are in a low-spin state, which is also supported
by our DFT calculations [58]. For a one-band Mott-Hubbard
system, one expects equal weights for d10 and d8 for the nomi-
nal d9 filling. If there were more d10 than d8, then there would
be larger charge transfer from the oxygen orbitals (small
charge-transfer energy) analogous to the cuprates. Here, more
d8 than d10 indicates a reverse charge transfer from the Ni-3d
to La-5d states in both materials, such that the La-d states
play the role of a charge reservoir in the low-energy physics
of these nickelates, as mentioned above.

V. SUMMARY

We have employed a DFT+DMFT computational frame-
work to compare the electronic structure of the two supercon-
ducting members of the layered rare-earth nickelate family
(Rn+1NinO2n+1) with n = ∞ and n = 5 at the same (d8.8)
filling. Overall, these two materials exhibit nearly identical
features in their DFT and many-body electronic structure with
the dx2−y2 being the dominant correlated orbital while the rare-
earth states near the chemical potential for both materials act
as a charge reservoir. We find quantitative agreement in most
aspects of the electronic structure of the two materials when
comparing them at the same filling, an observation likely
consistent with the fact that they exhibit nearly the same Tc.
The most relevant difference between the two compounds is a
consequence of the presence of fluorite slabs in the five-layer
nickelate that block the c-axis dispersion, and it makes the
electronic structure of this material more 2D-like than that
of its infinite-layer counterpart (even at the same doping).

As such, the n = 5 nickelate is more cupratelike without
the need for chemical doping. Overall, our results highlight
the importance of studying layered nickelate materials at the
same nominal filling to make meaningful electronic structure
comparisons. Based on our findings, we note that the n = 6
nickelate R7Ni6O14 (with an average d8.83 nominal filling)
could be an excellent candidate material to pursue to realize
the next superconducting member of the layered nickelate
series.

Note added. After completion of this work, a preprint ap-
peared [66] reporting the many-body electronic structure of
Nd6Ni5O12, showing similar trends to those we present.
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APPENDIX A: DFT+DMFT CALCULATIONS OF LaNiO2

AT d9 FILLING

We investigate the effects of charge self-consistency on
our DMFT results using the parent infinite-layer material as
a benchmark, given that this material has been studied in-
tensively in the literature [25,29,30,38,47,53,55]. Using the
same methodology described in Sec. III, we perform both
one-shot (OS) and charge self-consistent (CSC) DFT+DMFT
calculations for LaNiO2 (n = ∞) at nominal d9 filling. Fig-
ure 6 displays the DFT band structure along high-symmetry
directions for parent LaNiO2 in the paramagnetic state. We
highlight the orbital content of the bands around the Fermi
energy, which correspond to the Ni-dx2−y2 , Ni-dz2 , La-dz2 , and
La-dxy orbitals. The band structure we obtain for the parent
infinite-layer material has been described intensively in pre-
vious literature: a single Ni-dx2−y2 band crosses the Fermi
level (akin to cuprates), but with two extra electron pockets of
La-dz2 and La-dxy character appearing at � and A, respectively
[25–31,56]. Additionally, we show the corresponding Fermi
surface of this material containing a large holelike sheet aris-
ing from the Ni-dx2−y2 band with two electron pockets: one
at � with La-dz2 character, and one at A with La-dxy char-
acter. The Fermi surface is 3D-like due to the strong c-axis
dispersion (see the Ni-dz2 band between �-Z). We note that
the additional electron pocket (green sphere) at � is absent in
the infinite-layer material at d8.8 nominal filling (as described
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FIG. 6. DFT electronic structure of parent LaNiO2 (at d9

nominal filling). Left panel: band structure along high-symmetry
directions in the Brillouin zone with “fatband” representation for the
Ni-dx2−y2 , Ni-dz2 , La-dxy, and La-dz2 orbitals. Right panels: corre-
sponding Fermi surface shown from two different perspectives: in
the kz = 0 plane (top) and a 3D view (bottom).

in the main text) decreasing the amount of self-doping and
bringing the electronic structure of the hole-doped infinite-
layer nickelate closer to that of the five-layer compound.

We now compare the electronic self-energies obtained
from the OS and CSC DFT+DMFT calculations. Figure 7
shows the imaginary part of the electronic self-energy in Mat-
subara space. We see that both components of the self-energy
are similar between the two methods, as previously shown in
Ref. [53]. After analytic continuation, we find that the subtle
differences in the self-energies obtained from our calculations
do not significantly change the structure of the self-energies
on the real axis (see Fig. 7). Note that the particle-hole sym-
metric structures around ω = 0 are larger at d9 compared
to d8.8 filling, indicating a weakening of correlations upon
hole-doping [47].

For a more quantitative comparison, we calculate the mass
enhancements, orbital occupancies, and occurrence proba-
bilities, which are summarized in Table IV. While there
are some small quantitative differences, the CSC results are
very similar to the OS results. We can then conclude that
charge self-consistency is not crucial for our description of the
many-body electronic structure of these layered nickelates.

FIG. 7. Comparison of one-shot (OS) and charge self-consistent
(CSC) DMFT calculations for parent LaNiO2 (n = ∞) at d9 nominal
filling. Left panel: dx2−y2 and dz2 components of the imaginary part of
the electronic self-energy in Matsubara space. Right panel: real part
of the analytically continued self-energy.

Therefore, we proceed using our OS DFT+DMFT framework
throughout.

We summarize the corresponding spectral properties of
the parent infinite-layer material in Fig. 8. From the orbital-
projected spectral function, we see that the Ni-dx2−y2 states
remain the dominant states around the chemical potential
(ω = 0). Comparing to the hole-doped infinite-layer material
(at d8.8 filling), in the removal spectrum, the O-p states have
shifted away from the chemical potential, which increases the
charge-transfer energy, while in the addition spectrum, the
La-d states shift closer to the chemical potential.

The k-resolved spectral function along high-symmetry
lines in the Brillouin zone for the parent infinite-layer mate-
rial exhibits bands renormalized by correlations with respect
to the DFT ones. The many-body electronic structure still
exhibits many of the features of the DFT bands: a single
Ni-dx2−y2 band crossing the Fermi level with two additional
La-d pockets also crossing, giving rise to a self-doping effect
that is absent in the cuprates. The main difference between
the parent material at d9 and the hole-doped material at
d8.8 filling around the Fermi level is the electron pocket
of La-dz2 character, which is present at d9 and absent at
d8.8. Removing this pocket seems to bring the electronic
structure of the hole-doped compound much closer to that
of the five-layer material, which also has a nominal d8.8

filling.

APPENDIX B: FERMI SURFACES WITHIN DFT FOR
INFINITE-LAYER AND QUINTUPLE-LAYER NICKELATES

AT d8.8 FILLING

Figure 9 shows the Fermi surfaces obtained within DFT for
the infinite-layer and five-layer nickelates (both at d8.8 nomi-

TABLE IV. Comparison of the effect of charge self-consistency on the mass enhancements, orbital occupancies, and occurrence probabil-
ities for the infinite-layer material LaNiO2 at d9 nominal filling.

Method m�/m (dx2−y2 ) m�/m (dz2 ) ndx2−y2
ndz2 d8 d9 (dx2−y2 ) d9 (dz2 ) d10

OS 4.29 1.31 1.17 1.67 0.24 0.55 0.11 0.10
CSC 4.00 1.36 1.18 1.64 0.25 0.52 0.12 0.10
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FIG. 8. Spectral properties of the parent 112 (d9 nominal filling). Orbital-projected spectral function (left) where the inset shows the local
Ni-eg spectral functions and k-resolved spectral function A(k, ω) along high-symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone (right).

nal filling). For the infinite-layer material, the Fermi surface is
3D-like showing spherical electron pockets at the A point with
dominant La-dxy orbital character while the holelike sheet has
Ni-dx2−y2 character. For the five-layer compound, five sheets
corresponding to the five Ni-dx2−y2 bands can be observed
(four holelike and one electronlike). Additionally, the elec-
tronlike pockets that can be observed at the zone corner, with
La-dxy character, are cylindrical in the five-layer compound,
rather than spherical as in the infinite-layer compound. This
latter difference in the fermiology arises from the different
symmetries of the two crystal structures (see Sec. II). Overall,
the Fermi surface of the five-layer system is much more two-
dimensional-like due to the presence of the fluorite slab which
cuts off the c-axis dispersion.

APPENDIX C: WANNIERIZATIONS

To derivethe on-site energies for an estimate of the charge-
transfer energy, we obtain maximally localized Wannier
functions (MLWFs) for both LaNiO2 and La6Ni5O12 (at d8.8

filling) using WANNIER90 [61] and WIEN2WANNIER [62]. For

FIG. 9. DFT Fermi surfaces for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n =
∞) (left) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (right) (both at d8.8 nominal filling).
Reference [56] shows Fermi surfaces for other layered nickelates of
the family.

both materials, we used the Ni-d , O-p, La-dxy, and La-dz2
orbitals for our initial projections to obtain well-localized
(albeit not unique) Wannier functions that correctly reproduce
the band structure (see Fig. 10).

APPENDIX D: BAND BASIS MASS ENHANCEMENTS

The orbital basis mass enhancements are derived from
the diagonal parts of the electronic self-energy in the orbital
basis �mm′ (iωn) and describe the strength of correlations for
a given orbital m. Of physical importance are the band basis
mass enhancements, which describe the quasiparticle renor-
malization of the DFT bands and the amount of admixture
of uncorrelated orbitals with the correlated orbitals. To obtain
the band basis mass enhancements, we upfold the electronic
self-energy from the orbital basis to the band basis via our
projectors,

�νν ′ (k, iωn) =
∑
mm′

Pνm(k)�mm′ (iωn)P
†
ν ′m′ (k), (D1)

FIG. 10. Wannier bands for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2 (n = ∞)
(left) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (right) (both at d8.8 nominal filling)
compared to the DFT bands.
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FIG. 11. Mass enhancements derived from the electronic self-
energy in the band basis [�νν′ (k, iωn)] for 20% hole-doped LaNiO2

(n = ∞) (left) and La6Ni5O12 (n = 5) (right) (both at d8.8 nominal
filling).

where �νν ′ (k, iωn) is the self-energy in the band basis, and ν

are band indices. We then calculate the mass enhancements
at every k-point in the same fashion described in the main
text. Figure 11 shows the mass enhancements for each of the
DFT bands, where the lighter color denotes a larger mass
enhancement. We see that the Ni-dx2−y2 band undergoes the
largest renormalization as this is the most correlated orbital
in both systems. The average mass enhancements for the
dx2−y2 band(s) are ∼2.8 and ∼2.0–2.3 for the 20% hole-doped
infinite-layer and five-layer materials, respectively. The over-
all decrease of the band basis mass enhancements for both
materials relative to the orbital basis mass enhancements in-
dicates a significant admixture of the Ni-d orbitals with the
O-p orbitals for both materials. The larger decrease in the
five-layer material indicates that there is slightly more admix-
ture of the O-p states than in the hole-doped infinite layer
material.
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